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As organizations adopt an increasing number of cloud solutions to accelerate innovation, increase 
customer engagement, and reduce costs, they need to ensure the security of their data and who has 
access to it. 

Saviynt EIC converges identity security capabilities so your organization can maximize the promise of 
digital transformation with enhanced security and performance. To provide customers with both, 
Saviynt’s architecture is built on a scalable framework that provides full data, network, and service 
isolation along with deployment flexibility, allowing you to maintain compliance and eliminate lost 
productivity throughout your organization.

Accelerate your transition to the cloud with a robust, secure, and flexible identity security platform 
built on a foundation that takes advantage of all the benefits SaaS provides.

Security – Complete data, network, and service isolation helps prevent any risk of compromise 
while still allowing access to data 24x7. Our architecture lets you bring-your-own (BYO) keys and 
vaults with you for further encryption and more.

Reliability – High availability and dynamic scaling meet demands while providing a frictionless 
experience for internal, third-party, and machine identities. Data isolation and fully automated 
backups ensure resources are always available.

Supportability – Automated operations and updates provide continuous improvement and rapid 
delivery of new features and capabilities without sacrificing platform stability. A mature SaaS 
operational continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) pipeline eliminates the need for 
forklift upgrades.

Sovereignty – With 25+ sites around the globe, Saviynt EIC ensures data and backups meet 
corporate, local, and regional requirements.

The Saviynt Difference: Converged Identity Security

The industry’s only single-code-base SaaS converged identity platform empowering organizations to 
securely govern all identities and access from a single control plane.

Saviynt’s Enterprise Identity
Cloud (EIC) Architecture



About Saviynt

Saviynt is the leading identity governance platform built for the cloud. It helps enterprise customers 
accelerate modern cloud initiatives and solve the toughest security and compliance challenges in 
record time. The Saviynt Enterprise Identity Cloud converges IGA, granular application access, cloud 
security, and privileged access into the industry’s only enterprise-grade SaaS solution. www.saviynt.com
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Predictable Performance

Full data, network, and service tenant isolation with auto scaling to maximize 
performance, eliminate throttling, and support the largest global enterprises.

Seamless User Experiences

Unified navigation and user-centric workflows across all capabilities allow users to 
quickly find what they need and execute tasks efficiently, increasing productivity 
while maintaining security.

Reduced Costs

Extensibility and automation reduce manpower needs while meeting more use 
cases in support of your unique business processes.

Each customer web, application, and data tier is logically separated from the other, and 
from other customers, with dedicated resources that eliminate contamination and 
maximize performance. In other words, no noisy neighbors or performance throttling by 
having multiple customers sharing resources.
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